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Proofreading marks and symbols | Wordy
These brightly colored chevron posters will help your students to remember important editing marks as they proofread and
revise their writing! Each poster includes the editing mark, and an example of when to use it. Editing Marks Included: Insert:
comma, colon, apostrophe, quotation marks, period. Capitalize a Letter.

10+ Editing Marks ideas | teaching writing, classroom
Most editing and proofreading is now done in word processing or editing software using features such as Track Changes in
Microsoft Word or the equivalents in other programs. However there are still situations in which you might need to know
and understand proofreading symbols and marks.

Editing Marks For Kids
Here is a simple graphic demonstrating ten handwritten editing marks: delete, insert, transpose, paragraph, period, comma,
apostrophe, quotation marks, capitalize, and lowercase. Each mark is described below the graphic. Delete: The delete mark
is a line through the letter, word, or words that should be deleted.

Editing Marks Lesson Plan | Study.com
This is an introductory video of the most commonly used editing marks. It is targeted to elementary students. It will help
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them understand the proper use o

REFERENCE CHART FOR COPY -EDITING SYMBOLS
In order for this to happen, it's inevitable that students have a good grasp of the editing and proofreading process, which is
what we seek to facilitatein this set of pdf worksheets ideal for grade 2 through grade 8. Let the young ones step in and
take the helms, while learning how to edit and proofread their works.

Copy Editing and Proofreading Symbols
In this paragraph editing page, kids will have a great time editing this love letter from a Victorian gentleman. 5th grade.
Caps and Marks. Worksheet. Caps and Marks. Give your students a little extra practice with basic capitalization and
punctuation. 3rd grade. Reading & Writing.

Editing Marks For Kids Worksheets & Teaching Resources | TpT
Instruct students to rotate to the next chart and make one correction using an editing mark. Have each group share their
proofreading and editing with the class.

Ten Handwritten Editing Marks - Erin Wright Writing
Editing and Proofreading Worksheets. Correct your own works as well as the work of others is a critical skill to command at
all levels of education. You should always be working to improve your skills on this topic. We give you a wide range of
activities to work on here.

Free Editing Marks by Teacher's Take-Out | Teachers Pay
Printable proofreading worksheets for building grammar, spelling, and writing skills. Each file has a short paragraph on it.
Students read carefully and look for errors in capitalization, spelling, and punctuation.

Proofreading and Editing Symbols - Loveseat
Editing Marks Activity. Explain editing marks to your students, write them on your board, and the kids draw them on this,
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next to a description of what it's used for. Come with key. When I do this, I explain it, draw it on the board, label it, and have
the kids copy the symbol.

Editing Marks - YouTube
Insert em dash. Insert apostrophe. Insert question mark. Insert exclamation mark. Insert parentheses. Insert brackets. Insert
quotation marks. Set as bold. Set as italics.

Proofreading Marks
These brightly colored chevron posters will help your students to remember important editing marks as they proofread and
revise their writing! Each poster includes the editing mark, and an example of when to use it. Editing Marks Included: Insert:
comma, colon, apostrophe, quotation marks, period. Capitalize a Letter.

Editing: Capitalization and Punctuation | Worksheet
Copy Editing and Proofreading Symbols Symbol Meaning Example Delete Remove the end fitting. Close up The tolerances
are with in the range. Delete and Close up Deltete and close up the gap. Insert The box is inserted correctly. # Space
Theprocedure is incorrect. Transpose Remove the fitting end. / or lc Lower case The Engineer and manager agreed.

Editing Printable Worksheets | Education.com
Support your little editor's love of language: Use this printable to teach her editing marks. Check out Scholastic's Editing
Marks printables and worksheets for all ages that cover subjects like reading, writing, math and science.

Bing: Editing Marks For Kids
Copy Editing Marks. A caret shows where an additional or corrected or substituted letter, word, or phrase is to be inserted in
or above the line. A horizontal line delete mark is made through a phrase, sentence, or paragraph. A vertical line delete
mark is made through a single letter or mark of punctuation.

Editing and Proofreading Worksheets - Math Worksheets 4 Kids
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Editing: Capitalization and Punctuation Mark it up! This worksheet will help your student identify capitalization and
punctation errors, and correct them wih editing marks.

Editing Marks | Worksheets & Printables | Scholastic | Parents
This FREE Editing Marks can be used the next time you want students to edit their own writing. The editor’s marks will be
helpful when students are editing themselves. It will also be helpful when someone else has edited them and they’ll know
what to change in their writing from the marks given. There are also some friendly reminders at the bottom of the sheet for
students to check their work.

Editing and Proofreading Worksheets
REFERENCE CHART FOR COPY -EDITING SYMBOLS I. Abbreviate or use numerals 2. Boldface 3. Capitalize 4. Center 5.
Change letter 6. Change word 7. Close up space between words 8. Close up space within a word 9. Continues on next page
10. Delete letter II. Delete phrase 12. Delete punctuation 13. End of story 14. Flush left 15. Flush right 16.

Proofreading Paragraphs - Printable Worksheets
Add a period Add a comma Add a space Add a colon Add a semicolon Add a hyphen Add an apostrophe Insert quotation
marks The stet in the margin means "stay;" ^w)My father was Fathe^^gry at. let marked text stay as written. Place three
dots under original text.
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